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ABSTRACT 

Violence has encircled a women’s life from birth to death, and has become a routinized amour altogether societies 

within the world since uncounted centuries, they're treated as objectsbeating, torture, injury, feminine foeticide, 

bride burning, abduction, and rape. but associate degree awareness of the difficulty has surfaced from time to 

time. however a pointy awareness of the violence subjected to ladies came to light-weight throughout recent 

times. the big scale reportage of cases of violence by the mass media has brought visual aspect of such violence 

right within in our homes and builds U.S.A. notice that the prevailing efforts are hardly able to make dent within 

the structures accountable for such violence.However, whereas variety of legislative measures were adopted to 

guarantee legal equality to ladies, however in apply not abundant chance on the market for girls. ladies activists 

with their numerous organizations demystified the sources of women’s oppression.  The judicialreform, police 

reform and law and order square measure want of the society, for the protection of ladies. And conjointly got to 

unfold education among ladies plenty particularly rural areas, and ladies ought to created self-sustaining 

economically and given coaching in protection ways to shield themselves from exploitation ,then solely a 

replacement definition of ladies will inherit  existence. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Violence against ladies isn't a story, however a reality .it exists and exits all over. the matter of violence against 

ladies is as recent because the world within the cosmology, mythologies, or legends. the sort frequency, intensity 

of violence might vary from time to time or place to put however it's all over. In Bharat the matter of violence 

against ladies is as recent as Sita UN agency is kidnapped by ravan or draupadi UN agency was in public tortured 

by kauravas or ahalya UN agency was become stone by her husband. There square measure numerous types of 

Violence against ladies square measure prevailing in our society through several cases stay unreported because of 

cultural norms, apathy or content. they'll manifest themselves directly in foeticide, female offspring killing, bride 

burning, gift – murder, spouse fight, abduction, eve teasing, verbal abuses or verbal rebukes andrape. ladies on 

several occasions square measure misused by all kinds of discriminations, deprivations & obstructions in goal 

achieving responses. These incidents might occur within the family, offices, agriculture fields, industries or 

perhaps publicly places. 

There square measure bound sorts of violence square measure historically reserved for Dalit ladies, like extreme 

filthy verbal abuse and sexual epithets, naked parading, torture, being forced to drink pee and eat faces, branding, 

family planning of teeth, tongue and nails, and violence together with murder when proclaiming witchery, square 

measure solely practiced by Dalit ladies. Dalit ladies square measure vulnerable by rape as a part of collective 

violence by the upper castes. However, sex crime and rape of Dalit ladies and women conjointly occur among 

their own communities. For Dalit men, the suppression and rape of ladies may be some way to make amends for 

their own lack of power in society. The Devadasi’s system of temple vice crime is that the most extreme kind of 

exploitation of Dalit ladies. Dalit lady youngsters square measure forced to vice crime. the bulk of cases of 

violence against Dalit ladies aren't registered. the shortage of enforcement leaves several Dalit ladies unable to 

approach the system to hunt redress. ladies square measure typically conjointly unaware of the laws and their 

content is exploited by their opponents, by the police, and by the judiciary system. Even once cases square 

measure registered, the shortage of acceptable investigation, or the judge’s own caste biases, will result in final 

judgment. 

VIOLENCE AGAINST DALITWOMEN 

In Bharat and different countries in South Asia, individuals are consistently discriminatedon the idea of their work 

and descent for hundreds of years. Over200 million individuals square measure Dalit’s, conjointly called 

untouchables or outcasts. They expertise violence, discrimination, and social exclusion on a day after day. 

economic process in Bharat has been robust over the past decade. However, the caste disparities square measure 

increasing. true of Dalit ladies in Bharat wants special attention. they're one amongst the biggest socially separate 

teams anyplace within the world, and structure two hundredth of the world’s total population. Dalit ladies square 
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measure discriminated against 3 times over: they're poor, they're ladies, and that they square measure Dalit’. 

There is on concerning eighty million Dalit ladies represent halfthe   Dalit population I. e two hundred million, 

and that they represent sixteen.3% of the whole India’s population. the normal taboos square measure identical for 

Dalit men and Dalit ladies. However, Dalit ladies need to cope with them additional typically. Dalit ladies square 

measure discriminated against not solely by individuals of upper castes, however conjointly among their own 

communities. 

 The vulnerably positioned at very cheap of caste, category and gender hierarchies, Dalit ladies expertise endemic 

gender-and-caste discrimination and violence because the outcome of severely unbalanced social, economic and 

political power equations. Their socio-economic vulnerability and lack of political voice, once combined with the 

dominant risk factors of being Dalit and feminine, increase their exposure to probably violent things whereas at 

the same time reducing their ability to flee. Studies on violence against Dalit ladies in Bharat presents clear proof 

of widespread exploitation and discrimination against these ladies subordinated in terms of power relations to men 

in an exceedingly patricentric society, as conjointly against their communities supported caste.  

This is a widespread development found in Bharat, Nepal, Pakistan, Asian country and state wherever caste-based 

discrimination subjects lots of Dalit ladies to brutal living conditions and systematic human rights violations. In 

less Violence against Dalit ladies reinforces caste norms whereby they're seen as on the market for all types of 

violence, particularly sexual violence. consistent with India’s National Commission for girls, “In the commission 

of offences against… [Dalit] ladies the [dominant caste] offenders try and establish their authority and humble the 

community by subjecting their ladies to indecent and cruelty. “Further, after they transgress caste norms 

equivalent to those prescribing caste marriage or untouchability practices, or assert their rights over resources or 

public areas, violence is unleashed on them. The international organisation Special registrar on Violence against 

ladies has noted that Dalit ladies “face targeted violence, even rape and death from state actors and powerful 

members of dominant castes, wont to bring down political lessons and crush dissent among the community...” 

equally, in its 2007 final Comments of the CERD Committee noted its concern concerning the fearful range of 

allegations of acts of sexual violence against Dalit ladies primarily by dominant caste men.Women square 

measure the foremost vulnerable and face untouchability, discrimination and violence far more than their male 

counterparts. The position of Dalit ladies within the society is mirrored by the character and range of atrocities 

committed on her. Being a Dalit lady, abuse is employed to reminder of her caste and keeps her laden. On a mean, 

concerning one thousand cases of sexual exploitation of Dalit ladies square measure reported  annually and within 

the year 2001 alone, 1316 cases of rape was reported(NCRB, 2001). Not solely their performance with relation to 

human development indicators square measure abundant lower compared to their counterpart from remainder of 

the ladies, conjointly the instances of atrocities square measure so much over non-Dalit ladies.  
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Untouchability and social exclusion being two-faced by the Dalit community, takes form of associate degree 

institutionalized system in some places in context to Dalit ladies, referred to as ‘Devadasi’s’. underneath 

Devadasi’s system, a regular caste family dedicates/marry its young girl to the village god, associate degreed once 

the lady reaches pubescence she becomes an on the market sexual partner for the priest and every one higher caste 

men within the village. Dalit ladies conjointly face violence after they try and access rights and entitlements 

provided by the constitution and therefore the government. additionally to facing discrimination and 

untouchability in accessing welfare schemes, ladies from Dalit community conjointly faces sexual and other 

forms of physical violence. In spite of the area (reservation) given to them at panchayet (village) level their 

participation is dismal within the native governance. Dalit ladies face direct impediments right from the time of 

filing nominations right up to announcement of the election results, including: caste and sexually-based verbal 

abuse; harassment, threats threats or physical assaults; property destruction; restrictions on freedom of movement; 

and ineligible and deceitful vote practices.  

The recent years has conjointly seen a rising violence against Dalit human rights defenders, and Dalit ladies 

activists square measure all the additional vulnerable during this situation because the violence against them take 

the form and kind of sexual violence-rape, gang rape, being paraded naked etc.The plight of Dalitwomen looks far 

more fearful once one appearance at the info referring to serious crimes equivalent to rape and murder‘. the 

quantity of reported  cases of  Dalitwomen being raped by the higher caste  men accumulated from 604 in 1981 to 

727 in 1986, 784 in 1991, 949 in 1996 and 1316in 2001. the quantity fell to 1089 in 2003, however yet again 

accumulated, tho' step by step, to1157 in 2004, 1172 in 2005, 1217 in 2006, 1349 in 2007, 1457 in 2008 and 1346 

in 2009. From the2009 information, it should be perceive that in Bharat on a mean daily two Dalit’s square 

measure dead and 4Dalit ladies square measure raped by the non-Dalit. the info for the 1981to 2009 amount for 

Bharat as an entire indicate that not solely the general range of incidence of caste discrimination and violence 

however conjointly the brutal crimes equivalent to rape and murder ‘are on the rise.  Recent data’s looks to 

substantiate increasing trends on discriminations; in 2007 there have been one,349 reported  rape cases, whereas 

in 2008 there have been one,457 cases; thus, the rise in 2008 was eight.0 percent. It ought to be conjointly noted 

that in Bharat concerning ninety % crimes against Dalit ladies aren't reported  to the police for the concern of 

social ostracism and threat to non-public safety and security particularly Dalit ladies. conjointly the legal 

proceedings square measure thus sophisticated, tardy, time intense, pricey and unfriendly to Dalit’s that 

sometimes they are doing not approach courts or different law implementing agencies for his or her redressed. 

HUMAN RIGHTS OF LADIES 

India may be a democracy and may be a Party to most of the main human rights treaties. These treaties give 

identical rights for men and for girls. as a result of Bharat is additionally a celebration to the Convention on the 

Elimination of All types of Discrimination against ladies (CEDAW), the govt. has an additional obligation to 
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create certain that girls will notice their rights. it's typically accepted in law that governments need to do quite 

simply pass legislation to shield human rights. the govt. of Bharat has associate degree obligation to require all 

measures, together with policy and monetary fund measures, to create certain that girls will fulfill their rights. It 

conjointly has associate degree obligation to penalize people who have interaction in caste-based violence and 

discrimination. the govt. of Bharat, as a contemporary country with a growing economy, has the means that to 

meet its obligations. 

CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS OF LADIES 

India may be a Party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. supported this written agreement, 

the govt. of Bharat has associate degree obligation to create certain that Dalit ladies will fancy an entire vary of 

human rights, equivalent to the proper to life, freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

penalization, freedom from slavery, the proper to be equal before the court, the proper to recognition as someone 

before the law the proper to privacy, the proper to marryOnly with free and full consent, and therefore the right to 

require half publicly affairs. The life and dignity of Dalit ladies depends on the belief of those human rights. 

However, they're broken consistently. a necessary precondition for the belief of civil and political rights of Dalit 

ladies is registration. Article twenty four (2) of the Covenant provides that each kid shall be registered directly 

when birth. In India, forty six you rather than all youngsters aren't registered. there's conjointly no system of 

registration of marriages. this can be not solely barrier for the belief of civil and political rights; it conjointly 

prevents the protection of Dalit women from sexual exploitation and trafficking, kid labour and made and early 

marriages. 

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS 

India is additionally a celebration to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR). This written agreement not solely identifies a variety of economic, social and cultural rights, however 

it conjointly needs that every one individuals have these rights, while not discrimination. The written agreement 

conjointly discusses the ways in which within which states should work to understand the rights. The rights 

printed within the ICESCR embody the proper to figure and to only and favorable conditions of labor, and to 

create trade unions, the proper to Social Security, protection of the family, the proper to associate degree adequate 

normal of living, together with food, housing and wear, and therefore the right to health. Dalit ladies hardly fancy 

any of those human rights. 

MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT AND LADIES 

In 2000, 189 countries accepted the Millennium Declaration and united to require the required action so as to 

realize eight specific goals: the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). the belief of human rights of Dalit 
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ladies can have a serious positive impact on the belief of the MDGs. Dalit ladies square measure extraordinarily 

poor, and structure two hundredth of the world’s population. In India, sixty million youngsters don't attend 

primary school; the bulk of those youngsters square measure Dalit women. India’s kid morbidity is one amongst 

the best within the world and with its huge population and a rate of 540 maternal deaths per one hundred,000 live 

births, Bharat accounts for quite twenty you rather than all international maternal deaths. A bigger availableness 

and accessibility of attention for girls, together with Dalit ladies, is needed. 

NATIONAL MECHANISMS FOR DEFENSE OF LADIES RIGHTS 

The Indian legislative framework promotes and protects ladies, ranging from elementary constitutionalProvisions 

like Article fifteen that affirms the principle of fairness on thebasis of caste and gender. Article 21guarantees the 

proper to life and to security of life; and Article 46specifically shield Dalit’s from social injustice and every one 

types of exploitation. Moreover, the Indian State has approved additional specific documents aimed toward 

protective Dalit ladies.The most vital is that the regular Castes/ regular Tribes, (Prevention of Atrocities) Act 

approved in 1989.But the law has mostly failing in its formidable mandate. The provisions that promote ladies 

rights need to be thought-about void of which means, since the low level of implementation left true primarily 

untouched, and has crystal rectifier to a perceived and factual freedom for the perpetrators of crimes against Dalit 

ladies. there's associate degree pressing want for the redressed of violence against ladies as associate degree 

absolute priority. The elimination of discrimination and violence against gender biases, will result in final 

judgment. Dalit ladies and women square measure the key to the action of gender equality, peace and 

development. ladies ought to incline essential protecting and encouraging measures, so they'll access their 

elementary rights. 

SUGGESTED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION LADIES  

� the govt. of Bharat (GOI) ought to bring out disaggregated information supported caste and gender and build 

schemes to handle the wants of Dalit ladies. 

� The GOI ought to take effective measures to forestall atrocities and multiple types of discrimination against 

Dalit ladies as counseled by CEDAW, CERD, and therefore the international organisation Special registrar on 

violence against ladies. For perpetrators of violations, together with physical assaults, harassment, rape, naked 

parading, and made vice crime 

� The GOI ought to adopt convergence model among involved ministries and establish a special taskforce to 

handle the problems of violence two-faced by Dalit ladies nonappointive representatives; 

� The GOI ought to acknowledge the issues of Dalit ladies human rights defenders and guarantee specific 

policy to handle the vary of violence two-faced by them. 
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� The GOI ought to bring out a suggestion to serve a protocol to be followed by all investigations officers 

within the cases of sexual violence – significantly rape and gang rape cases. 

� Dialogue with governments, relevant international organisation bodies, the personal sector, native authorities, 

national human rights establishments, CSOs and educational establishments must be promoted and sustained 

with a read to spot, promote and exchange views on best practices regarding violence and discrimination 

against ladies. 

� The GOI ought to establish support services and shelter for the survivors of violence and guarantee correct 

rehabilitation. 

The National Federation of Dalit ladies (NFDW) was launched by Dalit ladies themselves and committed itself to 

undertake many tasks to induce positive changes within the lives of Dalit ladies, equivalent to legal proceeding 

against caste based mostly atrocities, political authorization of Dalit ladies, economic authorization against 

growing pauperization, buildingself-confidence and leadership 
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